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                        Modern Australasian fare in the heart of Singapore's CBD
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  Striking a Balance
The Exchange is located within the award-winning Asia Square, in a modern 5,000 sq. foot brasserie.  Elaborately molded ceilings, Chesterfield sofas, and marble clad surfaces provide elements of old-world character while the stainless-steel framed windows of the kitchen brigade echo the mid-century facades in Soho, New York. 
Complimented by a modern, Australasian-inspired menu, this Tadcaster Hospitality concept is the perfect venue for any occasion - from grabbing a takeaway coffee from our coffee hatch or catching your favourite sports, to after-work drinks, power lunches and languorous dinner parties. 
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  The concept
Centrally located in Asia Square, The Exchange is always humming with a convivial atmosphere and provides a fresh, holistic and fully integrated day to night experience, with service a cut above the rest. 
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  Get the Scoop
Stay updated with the best of what's happening at The Exchange - from events to drink deals, you'll be the first to know.
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  Events
The Exchange is an ideal venue for any event. From corporate functions to dinner parties, we've got you covered. Drop us a line or head to our events page to find out more. 



































  Current Promotions:
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  8 Marina View, #01-05 
Asia Square Tower 1
Singapore, 018960
+65 6636 1200
info@theexchange.com.sg























  
  









  Monday & Tuesday: 8am - 10pm
Wednesday: 8am - 2am
Thursday & Friday: 8am-10pm























  
  









  Saturday, Sunday & PH: Closed, but available for private events - please see our events page

OTC Coffee hatch is open from 7:30am Mon-Fri
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